COMPANY PROFIE

United is one of the fastest growing UAE manufacturers of specialty
chemical products to a wide variety of industrial, institutional and retail
customers.
In addition, united also offers, custom-formulation services to create
chemical solutions to deal with speciﬁc client problems and Own
in-house product line of specialty chemicals, developed many years
through industry knowledge. We ship these products across GCC &
International markets from our manufacturing facility in Umm Al Quwain,
UAE.
Our commitment in providing high-performance products coupled with
quick turnaround and top-notch services at the right cost, makes UNITED
the smart choice.
Call us today for information on how United can help reduce maintenance and cleaning costs while improving efﬁciency across your entire
operations.

LAUNDRY DIVISION

A Complete range of powder & liquid of Laundry chemicals
for Commercial, In House Laundries & Hospital linen Care

DETERGENT POWDER DET PREMIUM

LIQUID DETERGENT

Complete detergent powder
capable of washing a wide range
of classifications and soiling. This
non-caustic formulation has high
level water conditioners to
achieve the perfect wash
chemistry, even with imperfect
water conditions.

Complete liquid detergent capable of
washing a wide range of
classifications and soiling. It contains
high level water conditioning agents
and latest bleach-stable optical
brightener with antimicrobial
properties.

ALKALINE
BOOST

Sequestrant and a suspending
agent, which prevents metal and
mineral contaminants in the water
supply from affecting wash quality. It
provides a balanced blend of
non-caustic laundry alkaline to
boost the removal of heavy, greasy
and ingrained soil.

COLOUR SAFE BLEACH

(Colour Safe Oxidizing Bleach)
Colour safe oxidizing bleaching
agent is an excellent choice for
laundry use. It is specially
formulated for use on all cottons,
polyesters and blends thereof,
which provides clean and bright
look to the fabric.

EMULSIFER

PREMIUM / SUPER
High Concentrated heavy duty
wash additive specially formulated
for effective removal of all Facts,
Oil and Grease from all type of
fabrics. It gives required results
without pre-scrubbing. When used
at higher temperatures, EMF will
remove even the heaviest grease
from Engineers Overalls and
Kitchen Cloths.

FABRIC CONDITIONER
PREMIUM / SUPER

Excellent Ester based conditioner which imparts a smooth and
soft feel, fights static build-up on
natural or synthetic fibers and its
blends.

NEUTRALISER
SOUR
Effective combined sour antichlor
product for use in the last rinse of
wash process. Its acidic nature will
neutralize any residual Sodium
Hypo chlorite present.

CHLOR BLEACH

(Powder Chlor Bleach for Whites)
Exhibits excellent stain removal
properties. Depending on
soiling level, rate of use
Light / Medium soil 45-90g for
50kg dry load
Heavy soil 120-180g for 50kg
dry load.

ABAYA SHAMPOO LIQUID

FABRIC FRESHNER

All-purpose modern laundry product
specially designed to be used on
heavy soiled items that requires wet
cleaning. It may be used in varying
water temperatures based on the
soiling. It has excellent wetting,
Suspending and oil emulsifying
properties, compatible with commercial additives such as alkaline,
penetrating agents, bleaches and
sours.

Our Aromatic Non-Aerosol Liquid
freshener is non-Alkaline unlike
some normal air fresheners which
gives rise to sinus issues due to its
Alkaline nature. Shake the
container well before use and hold
trigger spray at arm’s length. Always
avoid spraying directly into walls,
furniture’s and do not overspray or
create an aerosol miﬆ.

SPOTING CHEMICAL
Ink Remover
Blood Remover
Foods Stain Remover
Yellow Stain Remover
Rust Remover
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